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                    Abstract
Any decision is made in some way or another. Which way? (Have I worked out enough alternatives to choose from? Which decision rule to apply?) That is a higher-order decision problem, to be dealt with in some way or other. Which way? That is an even higher-order decision problem. There seems to be a regress of decision problems toward higher and higher orders. But in daily life we stop moving to higher-order decision problems—stop the regress—at some finite point. The regress problem of deciding how to decide is the problem of explaining what would make it rational to stop the regress. I will give a new solution in the present paper. The result suggests a new way of looking at standard Bayesian theory and the more recent theory of adaptive rationality.
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                    Notes
	If beliefs and desires are reducible to preferences, Bayesian rationality merely requires coherence among preferences.


	There are at least three possible positions: (Infinitism) We can legitimately have an infinite chain of justifications, in which each belief is justified by a belief that has not been used for justification, such that the justification relation holds independently of whether the agent actually adduces the justifying belief. Namely, we can legitimately have an infinite regress of justification relations, although it is impossible to have an infinite regress in which one actually adduce beliefs for justification for infinitely many times. (Foundationalism) The regress of justification relations stops at a certain finite point, reaching beliefs whose justifications do not require further any beliefs. (Coherentism) The linear, chain-like picture of justification is wrong; instead, justification of a belief consists in the belief’s being a member of a coherent set of beliefs.


	See Gigerenzer and Goldstein (1996); Gigerenzer and Todd (1999)


	Note that the point I make in this paragraph is not specific to any particular heuristic. The point applies to, for example, the satisficing heuristic proposed by Simon (1955), one of the earliest pioneers of adaptive rationality.


	See Lin (2013) for a theory of qualitative decision in which binary beliefs play an important role. The theory is developed in parallel to Savage (1954) foundation for subjective expected utility maximization.
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